
Leave it where
you find it BINGO

Watch a bird. 
What is it doing? Why?

See if you can step 
only on sand.

Watch a 
barnacle feeding.

Find a crab molt (shell) 
and leave it. Why?

Observe something 
without eyes.

Find something
camouflaged.

Find a clam shell
with a hole in it.

Find an anemone covered 
by water. It’s alive—

touch gently!
Act out being a 

closed-up anemone!



Connection between people 
and beach animals.

Awareness of the creatures 
living under our feet.  

Respect and responsibility for 
living creatures on our beach.

Educate friends and family 
about beach animals and 
habitats.

CARE
for the beach
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Find moon snail eggs…
and leave them where 

you find them.

Find a live clam without 
digging it out of its home.
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Find two things
living together.

Smell the air.

Observe something
with eyes.

Find and leave
a bivalve shell.

Without turning over 
a rock, find a crab and 

leave it in its home.
Find a sea creature hiding.

Why is it hiding?

Act out being
an open anemone!

Find a closed-up anemone.
It’s alive—touch gently! Watch for clam squirts!

Leave it where
you find it BINGO
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